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We've told the "rain, rain" to "go away" so we can bust out our flip flops and short-shorts. With temperatures already in the ballpark
of 100 degrees, the sun is out and letting its presence be known. For most states, spring weather is filled with those beautiful breezes
and cool nights. We Arizonians are well aware that our spring is only just the beginning of the scorch of summer.

The blazing sun can make relaxing outside a little too hot to call “comfortable” these days. And with summer just around the corner, it's the
perfect time for us to prepare ourselves for the harsh heat wave. But, don't fear- there is a simple solution to escape the rays: a patio umbrella
from Today’s Patio.

Today’s Patio has a large selection of umbrellas to fulfill your outdoor accessories needs, including sophisticated pavilions, gorgeous gazebos,
and beachy parasols and umbrellas. With over 30 years in the business and six showrooms in major Arizona cities, it's safe to say they know a
thing or two about keeping cool and refreshed.

Living under the desert sun, we know how important skin protection is, but not all umbrellas offer this extra protection. A popular brand of UV
Resistant umbrella fabric is Sunbrella, which according to Today’s Patio, “can block up to 98% of harmful UV rays aiding in the prevention of
sun-induced damage to the skin” and is also recommended by the Skin Cancer Foundation. Having healthy skin is always "in," no matter the
season.

Need another reason to purchase protection from the sun? Today's Patio offers products that can instantly transform any ol' backyard into a hip
and happening summer hot spot.

Market Umbrellas are a great way to enhance outdoor space, to place around pools, and to offer coverage for tables and chairs. These are your
more original, average use type of umbrella. Parasol umbrellas offer a unique source of shade with their artful and modern approach. A pavilion
or gazebo will adorn your outdoor space with a more permanent structure to gather underneath and adds class and function, great for open
areas. Any way you go, you can bring the party outdoors and not have to worry about following shadows for shade.

Shopping online or at one of their locations statewide, you can find these incredibly multipurpose umbrellas, along with other great accessories.
You can choose from a variety of fabrics, patterns, and color palettes for your next outdoor purchase. Match your current outdoor furniture, look
at new collections and shop umbrellas with different features to match your current needs.

Don't let the sun keep you cooped up in your house. Stay safe and utilize an umbrella’s ability to act “like a hat and a good dose of sunscreen”
while creating a more complete space by shopping at Today’s Patio this season. After you purchase your new accessories, you’ll have no
choice but to invite the neighbors over to show off your patio!

For store locations, visit: www.TodaysPatio.com.
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